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ABSTRACT

SERVANT LEADERSHIP AND THE NON.PROFIT SECTOR
BRUCE KRANIG
2007

Thesis
Leadership Application Project

X

Non-Thesis (ML597) Project

Nonprofit enterprises have played a significant role in society, providing many
services to meet a wide spectrum of human needs. Like for-profit and public sector

organizations, nonprofit organizations are faced with increased scrutiny of their current

way of doing business. Stakeholders are demanding better efficiency and effectiveness
from nonprofit organizations. The means to reduce waste in the current ways of doing
business,

if not led well

and done right,

will undoubtedly produce

a greater waste.

At

risk is the sustainability of the organizations and the role their programs play in society.
The struggle facing the nonprofit sector and the challenges for its leadership is
accepting and implementing the strategies and tools needed to meet the increasing
demand for accountability and transparency. This paper
and attributes of servant-leadership best
as the

will

discuss why certain traits

fit to guide the future of nonprofit organizations

public demands greater accountability and fulfillment of their expectations.
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Introduction
The challenges facing the nonprofit sector are many and complex. They range

from fiscal, to competition and effectiveness, to technological, legitimacy, and human
resource arenas.

It is rare that one nonprofit organization will

be faced with addressing

the aggregate of challeng€s. This paper will concentrate on one dominant challenge, the
increased pressure on the nonprofit sector to increase organizational accountability and
pro gram effectivene ss.

When the infrastructure shifts, everything rumbles. Everything is rumbling
because the old rules of traditional, hierarchical, high external control

with top-down

management are being dismantled. Why, because they simply aren't working any longer.
These forms of management are being replaced by a new form of control that the chaos

theorists refer to as the strange attractor. The strange attractor is a sense of vision that
people are drawn to, and united in, that enables them to be driven by internal rnotivation
toward achieving a common purpose. This evolution is changing the traditional

definition and role of manager from one who drives results and motivation from the
outside in, to one who is a servant-leader. A servant-leader is one who seeks to draw out,
inspire, and develop the best of people from the inside out.
Awareness of these trends and the commitment to minimizing the impact must be
a focus

of organizational leadership because other, and just as significant, trends such as a

tightening labor market and emergence of the new generations diverse values and
expectations are entering the employment ranks. These trends

will

demand that strategic

plans adapt to the new trends and include more effective recruitment methods, reward
programs, and models for leadership because the old means of attracting and keeping

I
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talented employees

will not suffice- This situation demands a new

and dynamic

leadership model to sustain organizational performance in the years ahead.

A new leadership model proving itself successful in a growing number of
organizations is that of Servant-leadership. Servant-Leadership is a model that can help

shift traditional notions of leadership and organizations, and prepare organizations to face
the challenges of an uncertain future.

A search of the literature shows that this style is

more identified with large, for-profit companies ranging from a large airline, Southwest

Airlines, to a retail store chain, The Container Store, to

a

midsize construction and

service company, TDlndustries.

The nonprofit sector has grown in importance as providers of social services,

cultural activities, and health care as the public sector has seen their roles as providers of
these services reduced. This growth in importance has, as a result, identified operational

deficiencies within the nonprofit sector, including large, high performing, and significant

organizations. The perception of society, however, is that this sector lacks the
experience, sawy, and expertise of successful organizations in the for-profit sector.
Addressing this negative status is necessary and changes are needed as incentive for
management to make nonprofit organizations more
so, however, is more

efficient. The complexity of doing

telling. The fundamental nature of many nonprofits is based on

morality and service towards the common good. Measurement of the impact of noneconomic services provided by the nonprofit sector underlies the tension in leading a
charitable enterprise as a business one.
The leadership challenge for nonprofit organizations is accepting and

implementing the strategies and tools needed to meet the increasing demand for

Servant Leadership

accountability and transparency, while remaining truthful to the mission. This paper will
discuss why certain traits and attributes of servant-leadership best

fit to guide the future

of nonprofit organizations as the public demands greater accountability and fulfillment of
their expectations.
The intent of this writing is to discuss how the traits and attributes of servantleadership, specifically stewardship and empathy address the challenge nonprofit
leadership is faced with to increase program effectiveness and organizational

accountability. This paper will begin with

a

review of the literature discussing the

increased pressure being felt by the nonprofit sector to increase organizational

accountability and program effectiveness. Stemming from this challenge is a discussion
on the personality traits of nonprofit vs. for-profit employees. This discussion leads to

another challenge facing nonprofit leadership in that employee's attracted to nonprofit
mission and altruism, in turn might expect leadership to be altruistic to employee's and

lower expectations and accountability. The pressure is being felt from both sides.
The position of the author is that Servant-Leadership provides a model which
when introduced, applied, and practiced poses the greatest probability of addressing this
need to increase organizational accountability and program effectiveness thereby

establishing an environment for sustained success. This paper will discuss the ServantLeadership origins, traits, characteristics, and current applications in organizations and
apply this model towards addressing the identified nonprofit challenges. This paper will
conclude by identifying questions for further research.
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Literature Review
Ac c ount ab il

ity and Effi

ct

iv e ne s s

A review of the literature identifies that

a growing pressure on the nonprofit

sector to increase organizational accountability and program effectiveness is

real. Much

of the literature point to three significant causes; the economic expansion of the 1990's,
the current retirement of the baby-boom generation, and the terrorist attacks on the

United States of America on September 11, 2001. As a result of these events, the
nonprofit sector has experienced a growth spurt of unforeseen proportion in both existing
organizations and emergence of new organizations in the nonprofit sector. As a
consequence of the growth of the sector, and as a response to the mismanagement, poor

communication, and bad publicity of some large and high-profile nonprofit organizations,
stakeholders at all levels supporting the nonprofit sector have demanded that

organizations increase the effectiveness of their individual programs and provide more
transparency o f the o rganizations accountabi lity.

Nonprofit organizations have grown considerably in their importance as the
public sector has reduced its role in providing social services, cultural activities, along

with health and welfare services to society. As a result, an increase scrutiny and
awareness on finances, practices, and management of assets and revenues, derived from

the donations and charitable giving, has been brought upon the nonprofit sector. Despite

two decades of phenomenal growth, the sector suffers from a general impression that it is
less efficient and more wasteful than its government and private competitors (Light

2004). Light also writes "Americans are not questionrngwha/nonprofits do, but how

4
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nonprofits work, meaning, ffiffiy Americans think the nonprofit sector has the right
programs but that it often has the wrong organization".
The nonprofit sector has never been under greater pressure to both perform and

improve. Even if the sector could prove that it has achieved measurable or expected
success, through the natural business operation of raising revenue, spending money

wisely, and producing measurable results, the general impression poses a serious public
relations problem among clients and donors alike. This increased scrutiny has prompted
observations that, while this sector has grown and has some very significant
organizations within, it "lacks the sophistication and business acumen of commercial
enterprises (Bradley, Janssen, and Silverman, 2003).

The last several years have seen an increased interest in nonprofit organizational
effectiveness, e.g. American Red Cross, United Wuy, Salvation Army, by government
and other funding institutions. Much of this interest has focused on improving the
measurement and tracking of program outcomes, and on program evaluation rather than
on more general organizalional effectiveness (Herman

& Renz 2004). A

general

acceptance exists that good performance measurements is essential, currently the

implementation of costs, outputs, outcomes, efficietrcy, and effectiveness indicators are
developing issues for the nonprofit sector.

To combat this developing issue the Board of Directors at Habitat for Humanity, a
global homebuilding charity with

$

l- 1 billion in revenue, when searching for a new Chief

Executive, sought someone who would do the CEO Job differently. This decision was
consistent with recent trends in the nonprofit sector. Many charity groups have been

trying to adopt the best practices of for-profit businesses and as a result have seen an up-

I

I
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tick in the sector of "social entrepreneurs" and "venture philanthropists" chief executives
and directors who demand more accountability and try to measure efficiency and return

on investment. To a lot of people, it's about time.
Measuring perforrnance in nonprofits is notoriously difficult, however, since "you

don't have a simple financial metric that is really central...you are dealing with more
squishy and intangible issues of social change or public attitudes and behavior"

(Silverman and Taliento 2005). Regardless of the difficulty, as business leaders who
have transitioned from leading for-profit organizations to nonprofit organizations can
attest,

"its one thing to understand the difference (measuring effectiveness in the two

sectors) in theory and another to lead a 'measurement-resistant' organization in practice".

To effectively do so, Silverman and Taliento stress the need to find creative ways to
overcome resistance to measuring effectiveness, and to develop meaningful metrics,
however imperfect.

Bradley, Jansen, and Silverrnan, discuss that the nonprofit sector could save $ 100

billion

a year by challenging the operating practices and notions

of stewardship that

currently govern the sector. They state, "...the U.S. nonprofit sector has never had more
assets at its disposal, but neither has

it faced such pressing demand", This pressing

demand for accountability, improved effectiveness, and efficiency came on the-heal

of

the economic boom times of the late 1990's. By the year 2000, nonprofit assets reached
$2

trillion dollars with total revenues exceeding $700 billion (Bradley et.al. 2003).
This pressure to improve program effectiveness is not the sole result of the

nonprofit sector being recipients of such generous donations. Another factor demanding
improved efficiency is the pressure to cut government spending and shift more social

6
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burdens onto charities. This trend

will intensify when the76 million baby boomers begin

retiring and the govemment is forced to spend an even larger share of its resources on
health care and pension (Bradley et.al. 2003). As the nonprofit sector is called upon to do
more, the inevitable result is for those providing the funding to begin looking more
closely at how the finances, practices, and management of the sector operate. The study

by Bradley, Jansen, and Silverman attempted to answer two questions; first, does the
money flow from its resources to its ultimate use as efficiently and effectively as
possible? And second, if not, where are the big opportunities to increase the social
benefit?

Bradley et al write that the opportunities for improvement are measured in
staggering sums; $25 billion saved by changing the way funds are raised, $30 billion
saved by speeding the distribution

of funds, $60 billion by streamlining and restructuring

the way organizations provide services, through reducing administrative costs, and by

better allocating funds among service providers, a sum which is impossible to estimate,
could be saved. Bradley et al communicate that achieving these estimates in a sector as
diverse as nonprofit is a slippery slope, chiefly due to the fact that the organizations

involved differ greatly in size and type. More to the point of this paper, the study
recognizes that confronting the opportunities and achieving these targets won't be easy; it

will require fundamental changes in both practices

and mind-sets of nonprofit

management and donors. Nonprofits can have a far greater impact on social problems by

emulating certain management practices from the business world and by creating and
sharing their own best practices. Such as, reducing funding costs by utilizing internet

Servant Leadership
based on-line solicitations, and concentrating efforts on one or two issues rather than

scattering resources across a wide range of interests.
The cold transition to traditional business practices, however, presents another
potential threat to organizational effectiveness, the eroding of the spirit inherent in

nonprofit work. Given the complexities of a "simple transference of for-profit business
techniques, both in terms of the substantive identity of the nonprofit organizations and the
behavior of management and other stakeholders, complete transference seems

problematic" (Jegers & Lapsley 2003). The simple transference is insensitive to the
motivation of the key actors within the nonprofit sector and to those who choose to
support them.
The heart of the effectiveness challenge in the nonprofit sector is finding a means

to measure

it. Improving the effectiveness of the nonprofit sector is an even greater

challenge. Effectiveness is the hardest gap to measure (Bradley et al 2003) and to date
there are no standard techniques for quantifying the amount of social benefit delivered by

nonprofits.

Success for nonprofits should be measured by how effectively and

efficiently they meet the needs of their constituencies. However, efficiency gains, as
those mentioned earlier, should not- must not- come at the expense of effectiveness.

The challenge of measuring efficiency and effectiveness is by Light (2004). Light
explains that elements of at least four familiar tides of reform are rising in the nonprofit
sector to address the challenge of measuring and improving effectiveness: scientific
management, which is

built upon a template of best practices: liberation management,

which is designed around outcome measurements; war on waste, which seeks improved
nonprofit performance through mergers, acquisitions, shared services, and other cost-
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saving techniques adopted from the downsizing in the private sector; and watchful eye,

which emphasizes transparency through public disclosure as a fundamental disciplining
tool.
The topic of accountability and effectiveness has become urgent for the nonprofit
sector and its organizations as the competition for the ever scarce donor, foundation, and

government funding increases. The nonprofit sector, according to management expert

William Ryan, is now forced to reexamine their reasons for existing in light of

a market

that rewards discipline and performance and emphasizes organizational capacity rather
than for-profit or nonprofit status and mission (Salamon 2003). This operates against the

traditional nonprofit theories which emphasized the sectors "information asymmetry",
meaning it is inherently difficult to demonstrate performance and since nonprofits are not
organized to pursue profits, trust was the means to measure results. Success for

nonprofits should be measured by how effectively and efficiently they meet the needs of
their constituencies.
Nonprofit Employee Motivation
The first wave of the 80-million strong, baby boomer generation is nowturning
60 years

old. The impact of this great generation

as

it exits the workforce will be felt

throughout the economy. Between 1980 and 2000 the growth in the adult population
between the ages of 34-54 grew by 35

million. By comparison, this

same age group is

projected to expand by only 3 million from 2000-2020 (Bridgespan 2003). Effective
strategic business planning has prepared businesses for this shift. Nonprofits are not
exempt and

will confront this same demographic reality. Similar strategic planning will

need to be prioritized for this sector to withstand the effects of this demographic shift.

9
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Addressing the potential leadership deficit is a major challenge facing the

nonprofit sector. The law of supply and demand provides an examination of dynamics
shaping this problem. The previous discussed reality of the retiring baby boomer

generation explains the supply side. As for the demand side, the total number

of

nonprofit organrzations has tripled over the last twenty years (Bridgespan 2003). Factors
contributing to this expansion include, once again, the baby boomer generation retiring
and adding to their charitable

giving. This has had impacted the number of foundations

being formed, an average of 2,9A0 new entrants annually from 1992 -2002 (Bridgespan

2003). In addition, cotporations are making social responsibility a greater priority, and
government has increasingly turned to the nonprofit sector to deliver public services.

Finally, young people, those being asked to step in and

fill

the roles being vacated by the

boomer retirement, are displaying a growing interest in social entrepreneurship.
Research clearly shows that the number of nonprofits has increased and as a result
the need for management and leadership talent has also increased. Commensurate with

this increased demand is demand for talent with specialized skills in operations, finance,
marketing, and development. To a great extent, the increased demand for speci alized
leadership is a result of the increased demand for "proof' of results on the part of donors,
a heightened emphasis on accountability and financial transparency,

which leads to the

adoption of for-profit business practices by the nonprofit sector to meet those demands.
The demand for nonprofit leadership

will continue to grow. To meet

the

inevitable leadership deficit nonprofit organizations need to nurture and develop a diverse
reserve of management talent. This demands an examination of the personality and

motivations of individuals attracted to jobs and careers in the nonprofit sector.

Servant Leadership l1

Typical of the 1l million employees who

fill the ranks in the nonprofit world,

versus their counterparts in the for-profit world, is that they are driven by the mission

of

the organrzation, not money. This is according to a survey of charity work overseen by

the Brookings Institute, a public-policy think tank in Washington, D.C. Nonprofit
employees are much more likely than for-profit workers to say they took their jobs for the
chance to help people and make a difference. According to the Brookings survey, only
16% of nonprofit employees reported they come to work for the paycheck, compared

with 47% of the for-profit workers.
In short, nonprofit employees were more satisfied than the for-profit and
goverTrment sector employees surveyed. This finding begs a question: What type

of

individual is driven more to the nonprofit sector than the for-profit sector? It goes
without saying that no one chooses charity or work in the nonprofit sector for the money.
Mission, as the survey finds, remains the attraction for nonprofit workers. Surveying
personalities of employees in the three sectors was not the intent of the research.
However the findings do illuminate what type of individual chooses to work in the

nonprofit sector.
Individuals choosing a career or work in the nonprofit sector take great pride in
the reasons for the organizations existence- According to the survey, more nonprofit

employees said they were proud of their employers than did workers in for-profit or
govemment jobs. In addition, nonprofit employees held their co-workers in higher regard
than did workers in the for-profit or goverrlment sectors,

o'...there is a high sense of pride,

which goes a long way toward sticking it out through some tough times".
Accomplishment is another strong personality trait evident in the nonprofit sector, ninety-
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seven percent of

nonprofit workers surveyed said they feel they accomplish something

worthwhile through their jobs (Joslyn 20AD.
The literature reviewed consistently points to mission as the main attraction to and

motivation for work in nonprofit sector employees. There is scant empirical research,
however, studying the personality types and motivating factors of those who work for

nonprofit organizations. For most, including the author, it is the knowing or the belief
that what we do, as defined by the mission of the organization, makes a difference.

Believing in the work, the time spent and effort put forth has purpose and passion exists
about this purpose are all factors driving fueling motivation.
A personal perspective of

Nonprofit Employee Motivation

During my time working in the for-profit sector, I witnessed the powerful
motivating force of money. The emphasis on sales

-

commissions

-

profit margins

-

bonus drove colleagues, and to a degree myself, to do things and make decisions that in

retrospect were poor choices. However it was the emphasis on these areas which drove
the success of the organization. Drive more sales to produce more commissions
lead,

will

if done effectively, to increased profit margins. I now find myself conflicted in my

role as a leader in nonprofit work using similar terminology like account manager
bonus

- "paid-on" - bookings. And I find myself defined

-

as a Sales Manager, a role and

position I have come to accept but am not comfortable with. However, as a leader and as
one who was led, I understand that for a nonprofit organization to be successful,

leadership needs to emphasize strategies and techniques proven to be successful in for

profit business but at the same time balance with this the motivating factor of working for
the greater good which drives nonprofit sector employees.

Servant Leadership l3

In summary, employees in the nonprofit sector are more satisfied with their work
than their counterparts in the for-profit and government sectors. This

job satisfaction is a

result of employees being attracted to and driven by the mission of the organization. In

addition, nonprofit employees are not motivated by money but are relatively content with
their pay. They are generally more upbeat and motivated to do well, caffy a sense of
satisfaction and accomplishment, take great pride in their, their coworkers, and the
organizations efforts, and value being appreciated for the work they do.
Servant Leadership
The concept of Servant Leadership has garnered attention and a following over
the past few decades. Unfortunately what has not followed are empirical research studies

to support the theory. Bass (2000) contends that the model of servant leadership requires
substantial empirical research. believing that the philosophical foundation of servant
leadership theory provides avenues for theoretical development.
Servant-leadership originated in a 1970 essay authored by Robert K. Greenleaf

titled "The Servant as Leader" (Greenleaf 1977). The genesis of Greenleaf s thoughts on
Servant-Leadership came after reading a short novel by Herman Hesse , Journey to the

East. Leo, a cheerful nurturing servant character in Hesse's story, supports a traveling
group on a long and challenging journey. His spirit sustains the group, keeping morale

high and the purpose of the trip clear. But one day Leo disappears. Soon, the travelers
lose their morale and the purpose of the journey becomes clouded resulting in the group

disbanding. Years later, the storyteller learns that Leo is the highly respected leader of a
spiritual order. The narrator recognizes that Leo was important to the survival and shared
dedication of the group precisely because he served others.

Servant Leadership 14
Greenleaf reached the conclusion, after reading this essay, that the great leader
experiences the desire to serve others first, and that "this simple fact is central to the

leader's greatness" (Spears & Lawrence 2004). Taken a step further, genuine leadership
is rooted by those with an essential motivation and desire to help others.
Servant-leadership is an approach which puts serving others; others being
employee's customer's, and the corrmunity,

first. Servant-leadership

emphasizes a

committed focus to better serve others, an approach to work that is holistic in nature, one
that endorses a sense of communal involvement, and that decision making is an exercise
shared among others.

A position of servant-leadership philosophy, which some may

consider opposite of prevailing theories, is that the purpose of an organization is to

positively impact its workers and its community rather than using traditional
organizational effectiveness measures like profit to gauge effectiveness.

As the name suggests, a servant leader is one who is a servant first. Greenleaf
writes;

It begins with the natural feeling that one wants to serve, to serve first.
Then conscious choice brings one to aspire to lead. The difference
manifests itself in the care taken by the servant

-

first to make sure that

other peoples' highest priority needs are being served. The best test is: Do
those served grow as persons; do they, while being served, become
healthier, wiser, freer, more autonomous, more likely themselves to
become servants? And what is the effect on the least privileged in

society? Will they benefit or at least not be further deprived? (Greenleaf
re77).

Servant Leadership

Larry Spears, president and CEO of the Greenleaf Center for Servant-Leadership,
has identified servant-leadership as an approach that "attempts to simultaneously enhance

the personal growth of workers and improve the quality and caring of our many

institutions through a combination of teamwork and community, personal involvement in
decision making, and ethical and caring behavior" (Spears 2004). As a result of studying
the writing of Robert Greenleaf, Larry Spears has extracted a set of characteristics which,
when applied and practiced, are central to the development of servant-leaders. However,

this extraction is purely anecdotal and not supported by empirical research. See
Appendix B for a detailed description of the ten characteristics.
Servant-leadership has shown to be a major player in current management models
and leadership philosophies.
and inputting nonprofit

A simple internet

* servant

search using the Google search engine

leadership returns a plethora of website hits which

include college and universities offering degree programs in Servant Leadership and
nonprofit management, leadership councils offering workshops on Servant Leadership in
the nonprofit sector, and writings of Servant-leadership applications in the nonprofit

sector. Servant Leadership contributes to other theories by underscoring the importance
of an organizations commitment to serve the whole and defining business interests within
the wider perspective

of society in order to sustain and create

a positive environment.

The concept of servant-leadership is relatively simple and is not all that new.
Leaders have possessed the characteristics and practiced the traits of servant-leadership

for some time. Servant-leadership has gained recognition as a viable leadership theory
because more and more organizations, managers, and leaders

simply are not adopting and

following the idea of leading others via respect and trust. (See Appendix A for

a

l5
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comparison of heroic or traditional leadership characteristics with that of servant-

leadership) Common sense of treating others as you wished to be treated is just not that

common. Adopting the practice of a servant leader and implementing its theory has its
hurdles. Included among the hurdles is fighting the thought that this is just another
management theory

du-jour. Establishing trust with employees and followers by proper

preparation and implementation will help clear this hurdle. Another barrier is that as
leaders and managers we can become caught up in the minutia of day-to-day realities and

feel overwhelmed to focus on a new strategic theory. Self-awareness and commitment
are tools to help clear this

barrier. A third concern to adopting a servant leader

philosophy is the push-back from other leaders of the organization that this isn't a good

fit fbr what we do. Nonsense. Understanding that those desiring to
and do have control over their environment

serve do have a say

will counter this argument.

Adopting servant-leadership capabilities and working towards reaping the fruits
of its impact will demand commitment and perseverance from those dedicated to its
success. Successful implementation of this style will not be easy nor come quickly.
However those recognizing and understanding the dynamic challenges facing the

nonprofit sector will experience a positive and sustainable future.

Application
The intent of this paper was to advocate the application of Servant Leadership
theory to the nonprofit sector. What remains is how best to initiate this application. A
number of the characteristics defining Servant Leadership can be practiced and utilized to
impact the effect of this leadership model on an organization. Based on observations and
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experiences and with what others contend, this paper concludes with a discussion on two

characteristics which define Servant Leadership stewardship and empathy.
Stewardship
The essence of Servant Leadership is that we lead others by serving them well.
Leading by serving is a true paradox. Carl Jung, an analyical psychiatrist, states that
"wholeness is possible only via the coexistence of opposites. In order to know the light,
we must experience the dark" (Cooper & Looper 2001). Servant leaders leam to respect
and leverage this paradox to ensure sustaining a balance in decision making, problem

solving, and planning. How does this paradox relate to and connect servant leadership to
the nonprofit sector and specifically the challenge to improve effectiveness and

accountability? The characteristic of stewardship connects the dots.

A new world order came crashing on our shores on September 11, 2001, and the
nonprofit sector did not remain untouched. The credibility of nonprofit organizations
across the country came under scrutiny as a result of unscrupulous attempts by

individuals and organizations misrepresenting themselves to take advantage of the

tragedy. Even mature and respected national organizations came under fire due to
mismanagement and poor communication and public relations mistakes. The events

of

this day and the generous response of the American citizenry brought to light that the
systems and processes the nonprofit sector administered were inadequate and that a new
emphasis was in order. For those of us working in the sector on this duy,

it was

a wake

up call of epic proportion. And it immediately called to question how the leadership

would be expected to perform.
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This wake-up call, however, had been announcing itself in more subtle ways in
the decades leading up to September 2001. In the early 1980's the nonprofit sector began

to feel the impact of an extraordinary range of challenges; demographic shifts,
fundamental changes in public policy and the public's perception and attitudes towards

nonprofit organizations, increased competition of for-profit forays into the nonprofit
sector, massive technological developments, and changes in

life-style. The nonprofit

sector addressed these challenges as best they could but as Salamon (2003) states, "the
responses have pulled

it in directions that are, at best, not well understood, and at worst,

corrosive of the sector's special character and role". Addressing these challenges
demanded nonprofit organizations make fundamental changes in the way they operate.

As part of this fundamental change was the adoption and implementation of market
oriented businesslike methods. It is in this adoption that the author offers an application

of Servant Leadership Theory as another method to be implemented by nonprofit sector
organizations.
Servant leadership theory is a new model that has proved successful in a growing
number of for-profit organizations. Organizations which are combating unprecedented
and increasing change in whom employees choose to

follow, hor&'they lead, and how

they aome together to address constant change.
One expectation of effective leadership is that of stewardship. Stewardship,
defined as holding something in trust for another, is a critical characteristic of servant

leadership. The view of Robert Greenleaf is that Chief Executives, staff, director's, and
trustees each play a role in holding their organizations in trust for the greater good. As

Walker states, oostewardship requires the willingness to be accountable for the well-being
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of the larger organization by operating in service, rather than in control, to those around
us" (Walker 2003).
Improving organizational effectiveness and transparency sets the path towards

sustainability. Stewardship is defined

as

holding something in trust for others. It can be

argued that, that something is the organization. The nonprofit organization provides

value and meaning to the individuals and communities it serves and to the employed

individuals. Nonprofits should

see

their stewardship practices analyzed, questioned, and

revealed to the public at a greater degree than before. And it will be the smart and strong
organizations who will prepare to be ahead of this analysis (Walker 2003).

Arguably from a big picture perspective improving the effectiveness and
accountability is the purest form of stewardship. As leaders in nonprofit organizations, it
is imperative to act as stewards of the organization. Large nonprofit organizations came
under brutal analysis after September I I ,2001

.

The pressure to perform better, to

improve effectiveness, and become more transparent has been so great that one national
nonprofit organization has seen, since September 11, 2001, the departure of three CEO's,
and an interim CEO, in addition to the formation and implementation of performance
measurement techniques. The most recent CEO and leadership arrived from a large

governmental organization responsible for tax collection and auditing. This is truly a step
towards positioning the organization in front of and staying ahead of this increasing
analysis of the stewardship practices.

A Personal Perspective of Stewardship and Servant Leadership Theory
What attracts me to servant leadership is that it best describes my personal style of
management and leadership. In my time with a national nonprofit organization I have
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held two positions. The first as an account manager and the most recent is that

of

Director of said account managers. In both capacities I found that my success, although

highly dependent on personal motivation and persistence, ultimately relied upon how
well others whom I depended on performed. As a Director, this is somewhat obvious, but
as an Account Manager

I relied upon

a

network of volunteers and I found that by serving

them well I, more often than not, achieved a greater level of success. Success primarily
defined by two measures. First by exceeding an established goal, and second was how

efficiently I utilized resources to meet and exceed that goal. I found that I needed to be a
good steward of the finite resources allocated to me to achieve my goals and also to be a
good steward of the altruistic notion of volunteerism held by the individuals supporting

my efforts.
The organization I work for initiated a number of program and system changes

priorto the new CEO's arrival, heeding the advice to adopt for-profit management
practices and systems. For example, under the interim CEO's direction the national

office implemented the Balanced Scorecard and six strategic objectives to guide its

mission. The motive to do so was seeded from the fact that if these or similar steps were
not implemented the organization would not sustain. It was proper stewardship of the
organization, holding it in trust for the good of society, which guided this strategy.

Employed individuals of the nonprofit sector are primarily attracted to the
organizations mission. Keeping that mission intact by dedicating our leadership style to
proper stewards of the programs and systems will build on the success of the organization
and sustain its existence. However,

it is the responsibility of leadership to foster

of proper stewardship which is embraced by employees at every level.

a culture
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Empathy
Fostering a culture of proper stewardship will require balancing the potential
negative impact adopting for-profit systems, processes, and techniques may have on
employees and stakeholders at every level with that of the demand to perform better. The

nonprofit world has historically been seen as a collection of locally focused charities.
Provided most were born at the grass roots level it understandable that the nonprofit
sector lacks the managerial processes and incentives that help keep the for-profit world
on

track. With that said it is believed that "the sector must become more efficient and

challenge its traditional concepts of stewardship in order to help the nation cope with the
stresses ahead.

Doing so will demand fresh thinking as well

as the slaughtering

of some

sacred cows" (Bradley et al 2003).

However, it can be argued that by blindly adopting for-profit business practices
the essence of nonprofit endeavors, its mission, that which is the main afiractor
employees, volunteers, and donors,

will

lose its place,

"it

of

can be argued that the voluntary

sector needs to be aware of its own context and environment and assert its own identity
and successes in the face of adopting market-based tools and techniques. Is this a

question of balance?" (Myers and Sacks 2003). We must be careful when introducing
new technologies and modern management practices into nonprofit organizations. While
mission provides the basic foundation upon which volunteer and staff motivation is built,

how the organization is structured, what technologies it uses, and how it is managed are
major determining factors in its ability to tap the altruism and energy of the people who
commit to the organization and mission (Bush 1992).
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According to Greenleaf, it is only through the act of listening can we as leaders
access the other qualities important to servant-leadership, most notably empathy.

Empathy is the capacity for participation in another's feelings or ideas; it is important in
dealing with all organizational stakeholders. Effective Servant-Leaders strive to
understand and emphasize with others. To impact the pressure for improved
effectiveness, leaders of nonprofit organizations must realize the impact that the choice to
adopt for-profit business techniques has on the base of organizational support, on public

attitudes, on their expectations, and on the staff and volunteers of the organization.
Servant-Leaders need to increase their capacity for understanding and participating in
another's feeling and ideas. Greenleaf, as a former director of human resources at

AT&T, frequently commented on the importance of empathy

as a

quality at work inside

an organization. He "admonished organizational leaders to trust in their own employees
and to organize work in ways that created conditions in which employees learned to
respect, trust, and value one another" (Spears and Lawrence 2004), Respect, trust and

valuing employee contributions are key factors in retaining talented leadership and
employees.

Balancing the mission of the organization against the administration of its
programs and tasks is a challenge which genuine empathetic listening

will impact.

Mission provides the basic foundation upon which volunteer and employee motivation is

built. How the organization is structured,

the technologies used, and how

it is managed

are major factors determining the ability of the organization to tap the altruism and spirit

of the people committed to the organization and its mission. Leadership plays a key role
in the struggle to balance the need for managerial efficiency with the motivation
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employee's bring and the perception that as a nonprofit organization perforrnance
standards should not be emphasized over the mission. According to Bush (1992)

"...direction emanates from leaders who understand the need for balance between the
moral imperatives of society, the public service basis of mission, the need for compassion

for one's fellow citizens, and the expectations and need for businesslike efficiency" in
leading and managing a nonprofit. This direction is guided by skilled empathic listeners.

A Personal Perspective of Empathy and Servant Leadership Theory

I have personally witnessed from a follower and leadership position in which the
introduction of for-profit sales management techniques had a clear effect on the
organizations staff, volunteers, culture, and sponsors. In its efforts to adapt a for-profit
culture the organization changed the title of my role as Donor Recruitment
Representative to Account Manager. This alteration in title immediately changed the
perception of our responsibilities. No longer were we a Representative of a major

nonprofit organization but one who now managed an account. The account was

a

sponsor, one who is attracted to the organization by its mission, motivated by altruism,
and the need to serve its community, who is now referred to as an account. A reference

which was not lost on the volunteers as one stated to me, "...we are now a number?".
This one change impacted a number of people in my department, one who chose to leave
the organization, and impacted the sponsor relationships each Donor Recruitment

Representative tirelessly worked to seed and grow. I have learned that to mitigate any

further damage, the ability to empathize with employees,
these changes are

'0.

..1 understand this is

parl af an overall strateg,t to address the demand to increase

dfficult,

our focus

and effictiveness.. . " and stakeholders when deciding to implement changes , " .,"1
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understand these changes in our process and system are going to be challenging but its

all part of an overall strateg,t to address the demand to increase our effictiveness..." has
shown to be productive.
Questions for Further Research
The theory of Servant Leadership was introduced by Robert Greenleaf in 1977
and established a presence in leadership literature. Only recently, however, has

it gained

momentum. To date minimal anecdotal evidence exists in support of this leadership
model and that as a concept, Servant Leadership theory requires substantial empirical
research. To date there is only anecdotal evidence to support a commitment to
understanding Servant Leadership (Sarros

& Sendjaya2A02). Most literature, Spears

identification of ten characteristics for example, is based solely on the readings of Robert
Greenleaf s essays. It is offered that these ten characteristics be grounded in solid
research studies.

As a concept, Servant Leadership theory requires extensive empirical research. It
is argued that the profound philosophical foundation of Servant Leadership theory
provides avenues for theoretical development, "the strength of Servant Leadership
movement and its many links to encouraging follower learning, growth, and autonomy,
suggests that the untested theory

will play a role in the future leadership of organizations"

(Bass 2000).

As a vehicle of discussion, this paper offers a nonprofit sector application of the
Servant Leadership model assimilating two of the ten identifiable characteristics to the

challenge of improving organizational effectiveness and accountability. An examination
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of the ten characteristics and the further application of Servant Leadership theory requires
further empirical research.
As a result of the research for this paper, the following questions are offered for
further empirical research:
How can the ten characteristics of Servant Leadership be empirically
defined?
Can the effectiveness of the characteristics on nonprofit program

effectiveness be measured?
Does one characteristic require more commitment of resources than
others?

Do the presence and practice of the characteristics consistently have a
positive impact on the effectiveness of the organization?
Do certain characteristics stand alone more often than others as the
effectiveness improves?

A demand exists to empirically establish support through research for the source
of values and characteristics servant leaders possess and the impact they play on
improving the effectiveness of nonprofit organizations.
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Summary of Servant-leadership and the Nonprofit Sector

Nonprofit organizations represent a sector of society which has long been
identified as the crowning glory of this nation, providing the means and capacity for
individuals to act towards the betterment of society. The institutions and organizations
making up this third sector of advanced economies face enorrnous challenges.
Challenges for improved program and organizational effectiveness, an increased

competitive and changing environment, the demand to implement traditional business
techniques to combat this environment and to improve program and organizational
effectiveness, and a looming leadership deficit are the more significant issues being

faced. Each challenge goes to the heart of the organizations sustainability.
The nonprofit sector has responded well to these challenges. Over the past 20
years, the sector has seen a phenomenal amount of growth as a result of their creative

responses. But this growth does not come without its consequences. What allowed

nonprofit organizations to survive was the adoption of market style business techniques
to improve the poor reputation for effectiveness and accountability. With this improved
reputation, however, came risks whose impact has yet to be determined. Blind adoption
and adaptation of traditional business methods in response to the pressure to improve

effectiveness and increase accountability poses a threat to the social justice of nonprofit

work and places an increased burden to maintain focus on the organizations mission. The
ultimate risk is the loss of the spirit inherent in nonprofit endeavors.
The purpose of this paper was to contribute to the discussion about servantleadership theory and the nonprofit sector. The servant-leadership model can provide a
path and aid nonprofit leadership in balancing the need to impact the organizations
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effectiveness, thereby strengthening its reputation in society as strong stewards
resoxJrces, against the need

of

to maintain focus on the organizations mission, thereby

sustaining the organizations acquisition and stewardship of existing resources.
Servant-leadership is a mission focused leadership theory. The mission

of

nonprrofit organizations is what attracts external stakeholder support. High performance

with effective programs and systems are what sustain that support. In addition to external
stakeholder support, organization mission is what attracts individuals to employ with

nonprofit organizations. To attract, retain, and improve human talent, thereby improving
the effectiveness of the organization, servant-leadership strives to serve that which is

most important to them; the spirit which brought them to nonprofit work and the mission

which brought them to the organization.
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Fireside

The Heroic Leader Versus the Servant Leader
Traditional

Servant as Leader

Boss

or Hierarchy-Based Leaders

I

Begins with a personal drive to achieve top

Begins with a desire to serve others from any
place in the organization

position of power
2

J

4

Operates in a highly competitive manner.
Posseses an independent mindset. Finds it
important to receive personal credit for

2

achievement

win/win/win solutions. Gives credit to

Uses personal power, fear, and intimidation
to get what she/he wants

others
J

Relies on facts, logic, and proof

6

Controls information in order to maintain
power

what's best for the "whole"
4.

faster is often slower because people support
what they create

than listening

10.

Focuses on gaining understanding, input, and

buy-in from all parties. Understands that

Spends more time telling and giving orders

q

Uses personal trust, respect, and

unconditional love to build bridges ad do

Focuses on fast action

5

I

Operates in a highly collahorative and
interdependent manner. Knows that all can
gain by working together to create

Derives a sense of confidence and personal
worth from building his or her own talents
and abilities

5

6

Speaks first and believes that his or her ideas

conversation and intimidates opponents

ll

Understands internal politics and uses them
for personal gain

12.

Views accountability as assigning blame

13.

Uses exclusive humor (often put-downs and
sarcasm) to control others

Shares big-picture information. Coaches

others by providing context and asking
thoughtful questions to help them come to
decisions by themselves

Sees supporters as a power base. Uses perks
and titles to signal to others who has power

are the most important. Often dominates the

Uses intuition and foresight to balance facts,
logic, and proof

7

Listens deeply and respectfully to others,
especially those with dissenting views

I

Derives a sense of fulfillment from
mentoring, coaching, and growing
collaboratively with others

9

Develops ffust across constituencies and sees
the ability to facilitate interdependent
solutions as a core value. Breaks down
hierarchy
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10.

Listens first. Values others' input and is able
to build strength through differences

11.

ls sensitive to what motivates others and
balances what is best for the individual with
what is best for the $oup

12.

Views accountability as creating a safe
environment for learning. Ensures that
lessons learned from mistakes are shared

13.

Uses inclusive humor to lift up others and
make it safe to learn from mistakes. [s the
first to let themselves become vulnerable

Appendix
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Appendix B
Characteristics of Servant Leadership Theory (Spears 2004)

Listening: Servant-leaders reinforce the important skills of communication and
decision-making with an intense focus on listening and reflecting with others. This
practice allows them to better identify and clarify the

will of a group of people.

Empathy: Servant-leaders recognize others for the unique gifts and spirits,
striving to understand and identify with others. They do this while assuming the good
intentions of coworkers and not rejecting them as people. Empathy is an important trait
when the demands for increased effectiveness and accountability are met with the

implementation of systems and programs which greatly differ from the current means.

Healing: Servant-leaders recognize they are in a position to address damage done
by difficult situations and events. Knowing this and learning how to help heal is a
powerful tool for transforming organizations. Healing is an important characteristic

as

nonprofits embark and continue the transition to new performance measurement
standards to address the need for improved effectiveness.

Persuasion: Servant-leaders are effective at building consensus within a group.
This comes from the understanding that persuasion is more effective than positional
authority in making organizational decisions. The ability to persuade is a strength
leadership

will utilize to gain partnership

and acceptance from employees on new'

efficiency and effectiveness protocols.
Awareness: Servant-leaders gain strength through self-awareness and general
awareness. Increased awareness enables servant-leaders to approach situations from a
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more integrated and holistic position. Awareness is a needed skill as the generational

work force trends continue to present themselves.
Foresight: Ingrained in the intuitive mind is the characteristic enabling servantleaders to understand past lessons, present realities, and probable outcomes of decisions.

As in healing, foresight is an important characteristic as nonprofits embark and continue
the transition to new performance measurement standards to address the need for

improved effectiveness.
Conceptualization: To dream great dreams and think beyond the day-to-day
management realities is a practice servant-leaders seek to nurture.

Commitment to growth of people: Servant-leaders believe that people have an
intrinsic value beyond the tangible contributions as employees and workers. Servant
leaders are deeply committed to the personal, professional, and spiritual growth

of

everyone within an organization. This characteristic is vital when working with an
employee base that is motivated by the intrinsic rewards nonprofit endeavors offer.

Stewardship: A servant-leaders view of an organization is one which Executive
Director's, staff members, and trustee's all play a significant role holding their
institutions in trust for the greater good of society. Everyone has the responsibility of
being good organizational stewards. Communicating the expectation of good

organizational stewards to employees is a tactic for improving the effectiveness of the

organization. Stewardship requires the willingness to be accountable for the well-being
of the larger organization.

Building community: Servant-leaders seek to build cofilmunity and a sense of
belonging among those making up an organization. Building community is considered
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the characteristic with the most potential impact to address the challenges facing the

nonprofit sector.

